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We cannot step outside our own environment …..



Overview …







http://www.bookstoreguide.org/2009/07/independent-bookstores-in-danger-of.html

http://www.bookstoreguide.org/2009/07/independent-bookstores-in-danger-of.html


Consolidation at scale

• Network encourages efficiencies of scale
• Amazon 
– Phase 1: discovery and request: electronic
– Phase 2: discovery, request, fulfilment: 

electronic
• Context and community: analytics
• The scalability of access: gravitational 

attraction at network level



Network level

• Matching supply and demand: long tail
– Aggregating supply: large inventory
– Aggregating demand: large audience

• Referencability
–Wikipedia (an addressible knowledge base)
– Amazon (canonical book URLs?)



Specialization: do what you do

• Vertical disintegration
• Specialise where can make an impact
• Outsource to other specialist providers
–Where is not core to impact
–Where ‘best’ is available elsewhere.



Institution-
scale issues?



Library



Library activities?
• Do they create distinctive impact for the 

library within the institution?
• Is the institution the right level?
• Should they be externalised?
– National?
– Collabortive?
– Third party?

• Should they be given up?

Difficult questions!



Sourcing and scaling



Institution-scale: some examples …

1. Discovery happens elsewhere (as well) …
2. ‘Reputation management’ …
3. Citation management …
4. The whole social thing: context and 

community …



Diversion: a look 
at collections



COLLECTIONS GRID
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Inside out: 

reputation, institutional assets, 

institutional record, distinctive, …

Individual destinations? Academic SEO. 

Outside in: Consolidation of licensed?

Move of bought to licensed/electronic?

GBS? lo
w

In few 
collections

In many 
collections



Institution scale?
1. Discovery 
happens 
elsewhere



But we haven’t ever had the scalability of access that we 
have today. 

Consider how, pre-Internet, if you were looking 
for a particular book passage, but couldn’t 
remember which book it appeared in, you 
could only flip through the books on the shelf 
hoping to come across it. If you couldn’t find what you 
were seeking in your own books, you might have walked 
next door to see if your colleague had it. From there your 
search might have taken you don the hall to the common 
library maintained by your department or function. Failing 
to find it there, you’d have then headed off for the library 
across town, where the librarian might have been able to 
help you out. 



Such a scenario almost seems quaint now. It’s easy to 
forget just how different things were prior to the advent 
of search engines. And not all of our practices have 
caught  up. Just the other day one of us had the odd 
sensation of waking to the office bookshelves, trying to 
find an elusive passage, and suddenly recalling, as he 
stood there staring at the spines of all the many books, 
that there was a search function he could use to make the 
tasks easier: It was the one to be found back on the desk, 
Google Books. Soon he was staring at the passage on the 
computer screen as the hardcover itself gathered more 
dust across the room. 

Huh!!??



That’s what we mean by the 
scalability of access. We’re no 
longer limited simply to the 
150 people we can maintain 
physical-world relationships 
with, to the books on the shelf 
across the room, or even those 
at the local library. 





In an environment of scarce attention high 
transaction costs equals 
low/no availability? 



In the flow ..
• Mendeley
• Google
• Amazon
• Flickr
• iTunes
• Wikipedia
• Twitter
• Facebook
• …

* Student portal
* Course management 

system
* Reading list
* Refworks
* VIVO, OSU Pro, …
* …

Network level

Variety of 
campus venues
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1. Direct – added value • 2 and 3: discovery 
happens elsewhere

• Disclosure: holdings (non-
unique) and existence.

• SEO: interoperability with 
the web  ..

2

2.   Disclosure and syndication

3

3.   Indirect – may involve identity, 
locate, resolution or other 
services at library



Indirect discovery





Indirect discovery: 
Google knows about 
KnowledgeBase

Disclosure:
Google knows 
it is on the web



SEO and syndication via wikipedia



Cornell University Library's Library Outside the Library 
(LOL) team works to make the Library visible and usable 
outside of standard library places, tools and services. To 
accomplish this task, the team finds, configures, distributes, 
and assesses electronic tools and services that take the 
library to its users, wherever they may be.

• CULite - Library's Mobile Interface (app)
• CUL's Mobile Website
• Cornell's Flickr Stream
• CUL New Books (RSS)
• Text a Librarian
• Research made easy with LibX 
• Passkey Bookmarklet (routes off-campus users through proxy)
• Resources in Wikipedia

http://library.cornell.edu/m
http://supportingcast.mannlib.cornell.edu/newbooks/
https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/CULLABS/Text+a+Librarian
https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/CULLABS/LibX
https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/CULLABS/Passkey+Bookmarklet


Institution scale?
2. reputation 
management 
(researcher pages)





100,000 users and 
8 million research papers

VIVOweb Project is a 
two-year $12 million 
project funded by the 
NIH.

VIVO at Cornell



‘Reputation management’



















Role? 

• Personal
• Departmental
• Library
• University
• Discipline
• Webscale services

R.G Trønnes
Reidar Trønnes. 
Reidar G. Trønnes

Scalar confusion …
Scope confusion (OA, reputation, 
                                  citation, archiving, …) …



Institution scale?
3. citation 
management





Institution scale?
4. the whole social 
thing ..



"The 20th century was about sorting out 
supply," Potter says. "The 21st is going 
to be about sorting out demand." The 
Internet makes everything available, but 
mere availability is meaningless if the 
products remain unknown to potential 
buyers.

Read More 
http://www.wired.com/techbiz/media/magazine/16-03/mf_netflix?currentPage=1#ixzz0mBoE2Mf4

Gavin Potter: Netflix prize competitor

Context – community – conversation
“return on attention”

http://www.wired.com/techbiz/media/magazine/16-03/mf_netflix?currentPage=1
















Context, community, conversation

• Community cannot be painted on
• Scale
• Appropriate activity?
– Indirect discovery
– consultancy



Some 
directions



Core components 
of a firm

Customer
Relationship
Management 

Product 
Innovation

Infrastructure

Back office capacities that
support day-to-day operations
“Routinized” workflows
Economies of scale important

Develop new products and
services and bring them to
market
Speed/flexibility important

Attracting and building relationships 
with customers
“Service-oriented”, customization
Economies of scope important



Infrastructure: 
too much 
investment?



Collections
• Selective and targeted local engagement around 

creation, curation and disclosure of scholarly 
and learning materials 

• With the exception of a small number of large 
research libraries, retrospective print collections 
will be managed as a pooled resource and 
physically consolidated in large regional stores

• 80+%  of library materials spending in the 
academic sector will be  directed toward licensed 
electronic content distributed by a small number 
of large aggregators



Systems

• Redundant, complex systems apparatus 
will have to be simplified.

• A part of this will be a move to shared 
infrastructure in the cloud.

• Need to realise network effects in this 
move. 
– Analytics (recommendations, collaborative 

collection management, …)

Cloud is a question not an answer ;-)



Space

• Shift from Infrastructure to Customer 
relationship management

• Social 
• Ad hoc rendezvous
• Showcase for expertise and specialisms.



Relationship management

• Role: make informational aspects of 
research and learning more effective

• Peel expertise away from collection and 
deploy across wider range of tools, 
services and practices



Relationship management

• People are entry 
points

• Expertise accessible 
and visible



Relationship management

• Scholarly literacy (P Courant)

• Partner on production of new learning and 
research outputs

• Inside out: partner in making expertise and 
outputs visible and accessible



Thank you
Lorcan Dempsey

http://www.twitter.com/LorcanD
Http://www.oclc.org/research

http://www.twitter.com/LorcanD
http://www.oclc.org/research
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